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Abstract 
 

The aim of the present work is to identify and describe the communication training process for tourism 

students and professionalsby exploring tourism discourse (Dann 1996; Maci 2013; Gotti 2003) in connection 

with English for Specific Purposes(Hutchinson, T., & Waters, A. 1987; Nigro2006; 2012;Paltridge & Starfield 

2013;Pinelopi 2015; Sager, Dungworth, & McDonald 1980; Swales, 1990). 
 

Fewer studies have so far focused on the analysis of tourism discourse and on its didactic perspective at an 

academic level: this work aims to address this gap in literature. 
 

The present study has been carried out through an interdisciplinary academic literature review on the 

abovementioned areas and has combineda strictly linguistic analysis, focused on tourism discourse (Dann 

1996; Maci 2013: Gotti 2003),within a didactic perspective. As for the linguistic analysis of tourism 

specialised discourse,the present workwill illustrateits lexical, syntactic, and textual features.  
 

An in-depth analysis of rhetoric and multimodality is also provided, which deeply characterise this type of 

discourse. The properties of tourism promotional discourse, its main rhetorical strategies, and some 

sociolinguistic perspectives on tourists‟ motivations to travel are also objects of the present study.  
 

Besides, the concept of Tourist DestinationImage (henceforth TDI)(Gunn 1972; Crompton 1979: 18; Echtner 

& Ritchie 1991; Embacher & Buttle 1989; Gartner 1994; Baloglu and McCleary 1999; MacKay & Fesenmaier 

2000; Buhalis 2000; Beerli & Martín 2004) - as it is conveyed through the employment of tourism discourse - 

is examined by looking at its components, its formation process, and its influence on the potential tourists‟ 

decision-making process.  
 

Finally, a didactic perspective is provided through a model suggested for the teaching of English for Special 

Purposes (henceforth ESP). It shows how to perform needs analysisand the different approaches to course 

design. Furthermore, it examines the role of the ESP practitioner and the teaching of English for Tourism.  
 

Keywords: Tourism Discourse; Tourist Destination Image; English for Specific Purposes; training process. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Aim,Methodology and Structure 
 

The world has turned into an interconnected global system where English is the shared means of 

international communication, or lingua franca(Guido 2008; Jenkins 2007; Seidlhofer 2002a). However, in 

academic and professional areas of specialised knowledge and practice (Gotti 2003: 24) a general competence 

of the English language is not enough; rather, a specialist use of the English language and specific 

communication skills are required.  
 

The general purpose of the present work is to identify the communication training process for tourism 

students and professionals by exploring tourism discourse(Dann 1996; Maci 2013; Gotti 2003) within the field 

of English for Specific Purposes(Hutchinson, T., & Waters, A. 1987; Nigro2006; 2012;Paltridge & Starfield 

2013;Pinelopi 2015; Sager, Dungworth, & McDonald 1980; Swales, 1990).  
 

This first introductory sectionof the present work defines the field of ESP by providing an overview 

of its origins and developments over the last decades. Italso investigates the relationship between the English 

language and tourism discourse. 
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The second sectionpresents a linguistic analysis of tourism specialised discourse. More specifically, 

the analysis attemptsto identify the lexical, syntactic, and textual features characterizing tourism specialised 

discourse, by taking into consideration its genres and text types. 
 

The third sectionexplores tourism promotional discourse and provides an in-depth analysisof rhetoric 

and multimodality, which deeply characterise this type of discourse.Itexaminesthe properties of tourism 

promotional discourse, its main rhetorical strategies,and some sociolinguistic perspectives on tourists‟ 

motivations to travel.Then, the concept of Tourist Destination Image(Gunn 1972; Crompton 1979: 18; Echtner 

& Ritchie 1991; Embacher & Buttle 1989; Gartner 1994; Baloglu and McCleary 1999; MacKay & Fesenmaier 

2000; Buhalis 2000; Beerli & Martín 2004)is analysedbylooking at its components, its formation process, and 

its influence on the potential tourist‟s decision-making process when choosing a destination. 
 

The fourth sectionis devoted to the didactic aspect of this study and concerns the teaching of English 

for Specific Purposes (Hutchinson, T., & Waters, A. 1987; Nigro2006; 2012;Paltridge & Starfield 

2013;Pinelopi 2015; Sager, Dungworth, & McDonald 1980; Swales, 1990). It shows how to perform needs 

analysis and the different approaches to course design. Besides,it examines the role of the ESP practitioner 

and the teaching of English for Tourism.  
 

The final section sums up the mainpoints of the study and presentsthe concluding remarks. 

 
 

1.2 An Overview of English for Specific Purposes 
 

Historical, political, economic, and cultural factors led to the rise of English as an International 

Language (EIL) or English as a Lingua Franca (ELF), i.e. “a language which is used habitually by people 

whose mother tongues are different in order to facilitate communication between them” (UNESCO, 1953: 46). 

In this regard, Crystal claims that:  
 

“The present-day world status of English is primarily the result of two factors: the expansion of 

British colonial power, which peaked towards the end of the 19
th
 century, and the emergence of the United 

States as the leading economic power of the 20
th
 century. It is the latter factor which continues to explain the 

position of the English language today” (Crystal 2003:106). 
 

If the colonial past of the United Kingdom determined the diffusion of the English language 

worldwide, the economic boom experienced by the United States from the end of the Second World War led 

to a great economic and technological expansion on an international scale. The post-war world was mainly 

dominated by two forces – commerce and technology – that soon generated a demand for a lingua franca. 

Because of the new leadership of the United States in the global scenario, that role fell to English,which 

became the key to international commerce and technology.  
 

Until a few decades agoknowing a foreign language was a sign ofrefined education, but in the new 

world of commerce and technology learning English has become a need. It was the awareness of a target 

situation – a definable need to communicate in English – thatgave rise to a new generation of learners who 

wanted to learn English for Specific Purposes (ESP): 
 

“Businessmen and -women who wanted to sell their products, mechanics who had to read instruction 

manuals, doctors who needed to keep up with developments in their field and a whole range of students whose 

course of study included textbooks and journals only available in English. All these and many others needed 

English and, most importantly, they knew why they needed it” (Hutchinson and Waters 1987: 6). 
 

The demand for English courses tailored to specific needsgenerateda revolution in the field of 

linguistics; in other words,a new approach to language: there has been a shift from a theoretical approach to an 

applied approach.Traditionally, the aim of linguistics had been mainly descriptive, concerning the description 

of language usage, i.e. grammar.Then, attention shifted tothe ways in which language was actually used in real 

communication and in specific contexts. 
 

In the area of English Language Teaching (ELT), it was noticed that if language varies from one 

situation of use to another, it should be possible to determine the features of specific situations and then make 

these features the basis of the learners‟ course: the variety of English needed by a particular group of learners 

could be identified by analysing the linguistic characteristics of their specialised area of work or study.  
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Consequently, ESP soon became a new field of study, defined as “the teaching and learning of 

English as a second or foreign language where the goal of the learners is to use English in a particular 

domain” (Paltridge and Starfield 2013: 2).At the beginning most of the work was in the subfield of English for 

Science and Technology (EST), but a considerable number of newsubfields has been producedover the years – 

an indication of how vigorously the field of ESP has been ramifying – and for each specialised 

domain,distinction has been made between English for Academic Purposes (EAP) and English for 

Occupational Purposes (EOP).  
 

The origins and developments of ESP are figuratively best summarized in The City of ELT: 
 

“Once upon a time there was a city called ELT. The people of ELT led a comfortable, if not extravagant, life, 

pursuing the noble goals of literature and grammar. There were differences, of course: some people preferred 

to call themselves EFL people, while others belonged to a group known as ESL. But the two groups lived in 

easy tolerance of each other, more united than disunited.Now it happened that the city was surrounded by 

high mountains and legend had it that the land beyond the mountains was inhabited by illiterate and savage 

tribes called Scientists, Businessmen and Engineers. Few people from ELT had ever ventured into that land. 

Then things began to change. Some of the people in ELT became restless. The old city could not support its 

growing population and eventually some brave souls set off to seek their fortune in the land beyond the 

mountains. Many in ELT were shocked at the prospect. It was surely no place for people brought up in the 

gentle landscape of English literature and language.But, as it turned out, the adventurers found a rich and 

fertile land. They were welcomed by local inhabitants and they founded a new city, which they called ESP. 

The city flourished and prospered as more and more settlers came. Soon there were whole new settlements in 

this previously uncharted land. EST and EBE were quickly followed by EAP and EOP (the latter confusingly 

also known as EVP and VESL). Other smaller groups took on the names of the local tribes to found a host of 

new towns called English for Hotel Staff, English for Marine Engineers, English for Medical Science and so 

on. A future of limitless expansion and prosperity looked assured.But as with all things the reality proved less 

rosy. A number of people at the frontiers were forced to abandon their settlements and return to the larger 

cities. Many settlers, who had come to the newly developed land because ELT could no longer provide them 

with a living, longed for the comforts and certainties of the old city. Others were confused as to where their 

loyalties lay: were they still citizens of ELT? Was EAP an independent city or a suburb of ESP? Did the 

people of English for Medical Science owe allegiance to EAP, EOP or ESP? Worst of all, there were even 

examples of groups from ELT being transported against their will to the new territories. Added to all this, the 

Scientists, Businessmen and other tribes were becoming more demanding. Some began to resent the 

interference of the settlers in their area; others complained that the promised benefits had not materialized. 

The future in short began to look, if not gloomy, then a little confused and uncertain for the brave new world 

of ESP”(Hutchinson and Waters1987: 1-2). 
 

1.3 English and Tourism Discourse 
 

Drawing on Pinnavaia (2001), Francesconistates that “English has been defined as a language of 

„prestige‟, which associates products or services with values of „cosmopolitanism‟, „dynamism‟ and 

„glamour‟. For this reason, languages constantly borrow English terminology even if they do not need to” 

(2014: 10).  
 

The use of English as a lingua franca(UNESCO1953: 46; Guido 2008; Jenkins 2007; Seidlhofer 

2002a) – although the issue is not under scrutiny in the present work -  is particularly evident in the field of 

tourism: international official documents and regulations are written in English; travel instructions and 

procedures are given and processed in English; conversations among tourism professionals and international 

travellers usually occur in English; tourism promotion worldwide is also generally in English. 
 

As Dann asserts, “tourism, in the act of promotion, as well as in the accounts of its practitioners and 

clients, has a discourse of its own” (1996: 2).Considering the dichotomy introduced by Ferdinand de Saussure 

(1916) of langue (as an abstract system of signs) and parole (as its use),discourse can be defined as „special 

instantiations of parole‟. The term discourse has been used in different senses, such as “language above the 

sentence” (Stubbs, 1983: 1) and “language in use” (Brown and Yule 1983: 1). However, in this case, it is 

considered beyond these perspectives, and it is preferred to the term language because it stresses the idea of 

“language as a form of social practice” (Fairclough 1989: 20) and emphasises the sociolinguistic relationship 

among language, interaction, and context. This implies: 
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“Firstly, that language is a part of society, and not somehow external to it. Secondly, that language is 

a social process. And thirdly, that language is a socially conditioned process […]. There is not an external 

relationship „between‟ language and society, but an internal and dialectical relationship. Language is part of 

society; linguistic phenomena are social phenomena of a special sort, and social phenomena are (in part) 

linguistic phenomena”(Fairclough 1989: 22-23). 
 

The first pioneering work on tourism discourse is G.M.S Dann‟sThe Language of Tourism: A 

Sociolinguistic Perspective (1996).In his studyDann collected the main contributions taken from tourism 

research and uncovered the persuasive power of tourism promotional discourse in the act of promotion of a 

tourist destination and in the formation and conveyance of a tourist destination image. 
 

Tourism discourse has also been examinedasspecialised discourse (Gotti 2006; Maci 2013; 

Francesconi 2014), with particular emphasis on its multidimensional nature, its linguistic features, and its 

genres and text types. Moreover, its relationship with other specialised discourses has been analysed, thus 

showingits great lexical indebtedness to semantic fields belonging to other specialised discourses: apart from 

general language, indeed, several terms have also been borrowed from other fields closely linked to tourism 

(e.g. management, marketing, law, geography, history of art, etc.).“Linguistically, tourism can therefore be 

seen as a macro-specialised discourse which groups together (micro-)specialised languages of the different 

disciplinary domains and sub-domains it deals with and which makes tourism language so difficult to 

interpret” (Maci 2013: 39). 
 

2.TOURISM AS SPECIALISED DISCOURSE 
 

2.1 Defining Specialised Discourse 
 

From a linguistic perspective, what makes discourse specialised is the mixture of specific lexical, 

syntactic, and textual features, which differ quantitatively with respect to general language; whereas, from a 

sociological point of view,specialisation is determined by the specialised context in which language is used. 

Gotti defines specialised discourse as follows: 
 

“I shall therefore adopt the expression „specialised discourse‟, which reflects more clearly the 

specialist use of language in contexts which are typical of a specialised community stretching across the 

academic, the professional, the technical and the occupational areas of knowledge and practice. This 

perspective stresses both the type of user and the domain of use, as well as the special application of language 

in that setting. For specialised discourse to develop, all three of these factors need to be present” (Gotti 2003: 

24) 
 

2.1.1 The Multidimensional Nature of Specialized Discourse 
 

According to Gotti (2003: 22), specialised discourse shows a multidimensional nature, which can be 

examined byfollowing a coordinate system with a horizontal dimension and a vertical dimension (as can be 

seen in Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1.Coordinate System for the Representation of Specialied Discourse 

(from Gotti, 2003: 22) 
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The horizontal dimension concerns the disciplinary domain dealt with, whereasthe vertical dimension 

regards the sociological level within which specialised discourse is realised (e.g. its degree of formality and 

functional style) and that depends on the relationship between the people involved in the communicative 

event, i.e. specialist to specialist, specialist to would-be specialist, specialist to layman.  
 

In the case of tourism discourse, the horizontal dimension includes a plethora of disciplinary domains 

(i.e. the multitude of fields closely linked to tourism), while, with regard to the vertical dimension,the degree 

of specialisation varies according to the type of pragmatic function that tourism discoursedevelops: as 

promotional discourse, it will be persuasive rather than specialised, exploiting rhetorical strategies; whereas,as 

specialised discourse, it will reflect the specialist use of language in a specialised context. 
 

2.2Linguistic Features of Tourism Discourse 
 

On the basis of Hoffman‟s contribution, (1984), Gotti(2003: 29) provides a wide list of the desirable 

qualities of specialised discourse: exactitude, simplicity and clarity, objectivity, abstractness, generalisation, 

density of information, brevity or laconism, emotional neutrality, unambiguousness, impersonality, logical 

consistency, and the use of defined technical terms, symbols, and figures.Nevertheless, there are some 

inconsistencies in Hoffmann‟s criteria: they must be considered “general characteristics at the basis of 

specialised discourse” (Gotti, 2003: 28), because not each of these criteria is applicable to all specialised 

discourses.  
 

With reference to Gotti (2006), Maci (2013), and Francesconi (2014) the main linguistic features of 

specialised discourse, with particular regard to tourism discourse, will be examined. These features 

characterise specialised discourse at different linguistic levels: lexical, syntactic, and textual. 
 

2.2.1 Lexical Features 
 

As Sager et al.claim, “the most distinguishing characteristic of specialised discourse is its lexicon” 

(1980: 230). The most distinctive lexical features ofspecialied discourse are: 
 

 Monoreferentiality 
 

In a given context, one meaning only is allowed. Term and concept are related by a fixed “defining 

agreement” (Bloomfield, 1939: 48), whereby the term cannot be substituted by a synonymbut only by its 

definition or a paraphrase. An example of monoreferentiality can be found in the termcarrier, which in 

tourism is almost exclusively applied to a plane – and therefore represents a category of transportation – 

regardless of the airline. 
 

 Lack of Emotion  
 

When the text‟s pragmatic purpose is mainly informative, there is a lack of emotion, i.e. words have 

only a denotative function and lack any kind of connotative meaning.For example, cabin baggage does not 

have any connotation and uniquely refers to the type of hand luggage a plane passenger is allowed to take into 

the cabin. 
 

 Precision  
 

Every term must point immediately to its own concept. This excludes the recourse to indirect reference 

systems in specialised communication, through such devices as euphemism. Polysemic words are immediately 

assigned to a precise meaning, as in the case of the word slot, which in the field of tourism refers directly to 

theparking space assigned to planes for sequence positioning at an airport. 
 

 Transparency 
 

The signifier (i.e. the surface form), be it a word or an affix, immediately identifies itsown signified 

(i.e. the concept), making specialised discourse free from ambiguity and polysemy. For instance, the use of the 

prefix eco- in the word ecotourismrecalls instantaneously the idea of “sustainable form of natural resource-

based tourism” (Fennell, 1999: 88). 
 

 Conciseness 
 

 

 

subject 1, 2, 3 … subject n 
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“Conciseness is based on the principal of minimax, i.e. the minimal efforts for the addressee to reach 

maximal specificity” (Maci 2013: 43). It consists in expressing terms in the shortest possible form and it is 

generally assured by such linguistic devices as acronyms (e.g. LOS,standing forLength of Stay), abbreviations 

(e.g. Comp, standing forcomplimentary), eponyms (e.g. J.F.K., to indicate„New York‟s John Fitzgerald  
 

Kennedy International Airport‟), zero derivation (e.g. the noun check-in deriving from the verb to 

check in), blending (e.g. campsite, standing for camping site), juxtaposition (i.e. the omission of prepositions 

and premodifiers in nominal groups, as in the case of Fly-Cruise Package, that is „a package including air 

transportation to the port of embarkation and the cruise itself‟), and the specialisation of words drawn from 

general language (e.g. bed-night, from the hospitality industry, meaning „one person for one night‟). 
 

2.2.1.1 From General to Specialised Lexis: Semantic Evolution and Metaphorization 
 

Semantic evolution is a linguistic process originating from the specialisation of word meanings 

originally belonging to general language. As Gotti claims: 
 

“The specialization of words borrowed from everyday language was particularly intense in the 17
th
 

and 18
th
 centuries, when rapid technological and scientific development made it necessary to establish a 

specific lexis for separate disciplines and phenomena. The impact of technology and scientific discoveries was 

so strong that the secondary meanings added to such terms over the last three centuries have in fact displaced 

their semantic priorities and now the specialized meaning often prevails over more general interpretations” 

(Gotti 2006: 25) 
 

An example of semantic evolution applied to tourism discourse is the termblitz,deriving from the 

German Blitzkrieg. This word is generally used to refer to the type of rapid military mission aimed at freeing 

imprisoned hostages from behind enemy lines. However, in the tourism field, this word is employed with the 

meaning of „group tour with a business rather than a vacation purpose (usually planned for business or 

government representatives)‟. 
 

Anotherlinguistic device used in specialised discourse to create terms drawn from general language is 

metaphorisation. “Metaphors are essential because they say concisely what in other words would need long 

elaborate descriptions or difficult paraphrases” (Maci 2013: 44). One of the main reasons why specialised 

discourse uses metaphors is catachresis, i.e. “the use of a word in some new sense in order to remedy a gap in 

the vocabulary; catachresis is the putting of new senses into old words” (Black1962: 33). In the field of 

tourism, metaphors are mainly employed in tourism promotional discourse, increasing the degree of 

persuasion as in the following example: “escape from our stressful society to a real paradise” (Maci 2013: 

44). 
 

2.2.2Syntactic Features 
 

Specialised discourse shares the same syntactic rules as general language.Diversity lies in the frequency of the 

syntactic features used: in specialised discourse, certain structures are simply used more frequently. The main 

syntactic features of specialised discourse are: 
 

 Conciseness 

Not only does conciseness characterise the lexical level of specialised discourse but also the syntactic one. In 

this case, concisenessis usually achieved through the omission of function words and, if their omission does 

not cause ambiguity, of content words too. Relative and subordinate clauses are also avoided in order to make 

the sentence lighter. An example is provided below: 

(a) I‟m sorry, but you have bought a non-refundable ticket(i.e. a ticket thatcannot be refunded). 

 Premodification 

It is a left-dislocation of terms with an adjectival function that modifies the qualities or the properties of 

the headnoun. This may create complex nominal groups whose modifiers are nouns that have acquired an 

adjectival role (e.g. check-in time, tour operator, study tour). Nominal adjectivation created by means of 

nouns with attributive function makes the expression denser syntactically and gives it greater semantic 

importance. The use of a premodified structure within the sentence creates syntactic and semantic 

complexity at a micro-level (the noun group) and at a macro-level (the sentence within which 

premodification occurs).  

(b) Your documentation cannot be accepted because you didn‟t attach your passport-size photo(i.e. a photo of 

a size that can fit into the space allowed on a passport page). 
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(c) Besides, “very often, compounds consisting of two short nouns soon merge into a single term after a 

certain period of use; at first the two nouns are hyphenated and subsequently they become one word (e.g. 

airline, railcard, timetable, travelcard” (Gotti, 2006: 30). 

 

 Nominalization 

It involves processes of transformation from one syntactic category to another. The most common are: 

o Verb into a Noun  

(d) Upon arrival at the hotel  

(from the verb to arrive). 

(e)  

o Noun/Verb into an Adjective 

(f) Check-in time  

(from the noun check-in or the verb to check in). 

 

o Noun/Adjective into a Verb 

(g) Passengers are bussed into the train  

(from the noun bus). 

 

 Use of Verb Moods, Tenses, and Voices  

Verb moods, tenses, and voices have particular pragmatic functionsthat make their choice very important. 

  

o Imperatives are a typical feature of tourism discourse and they are mainly employed in tourist guidebooks 

and brochures. However, the pragmatic purpose of the imperative is not that of giving orders but to invite 

people to take advantage of the chances they are offered. This particular use of the imperative plays an 

important role in tourism promotional discourse, together with the use of different verb tenses. 

(h) Visit Naples and eat the best pizza in the world! 

 

o The present tense of the indicative mood seems to be the most widely used in specialised discourse: in the 

field of tourism, the present simple is frequently exploited in official documents, tourist guidebooks, 

brochures, and itineraries.  

(i) The flight from Rome to Miami is on February 12, 2020 at 10:15. 

 

o The use of passive forms is also frequent in English specialised discourse, thus providing a high degree of 

depersonalization. This feature occurs frequently in tourism discourse, whenever the emphasis is on “the 

effect or outcome of an action rather than its cause or originator” (Gotti, 2003: 96). 

(j) Once the online ticket purchase process is concluded, name changes are not permitted. 

 Modality  

“Modality is realised by using expressions which indicate how the world might be (truth about the world) 

and should be (judgement about the world)” (Maci 2013: 56). Expressions of necessity, permissibility, 

probability, caution, possibility, certainty and uncertainty, strengthening and weakening are realised by 

modal verbs and their related adjectives and adverbs.The main modals employed in tourism discourse are 

can (conveying the idea of possibility) and will (conveying the idea of certainty). 
 

(k) Throughout your stay, you will find our staff to be courteous and efficient. 
 

Must is also frequently employed in tourism promotional discourse, with such expressions as amust, amust-

see, and amust-do. 
 

2.2.3 Textual Features 
 

Specialised discourse also shows some textual features, many of which, as noted, belong to general 

language. These are normally exploited in general language, but in specialised discourse they seem to be more 

extensively used. The most striking exception is anaphora, a common linguistic device that realises textual 

cohesion.In specialised discourse, anaphora is replaced by lexical repetition, a preference that stems from the 

need to avoid ambiguity. 
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This is typical of legal discourse, where, although repetitions are at times unjustified andredundant, 

they appear to be necessary; in tourism discourse, this feature usually occurs in tourist contracts. In general 

terms, textual features in specialised discourse directly depend on the genre. 
 

2.2.3.1Genres and Text Types 
 

“One of the phenomena that most distinguishes specialised discourse is compliance with the norms governing 

the construction of its different text genres” (Gotti2006: 31). 

Genres can be conceivedas “coded and keyed events set within social communicative processes” 

(Trosborg, 1997: 8). A broader definition of genre is provided by Bhatia: 
 

“It is a recognizable communicative event characterized by a set of communicative purpose(s) 

identified and mutually understood by the members of the professional or academic community in which it 

regularly occurs. Most often it is highly structured and conventionalized with constraints on allowable 

contributions in terms of their intent, positioning, form and function value. These constraints, however, are 

often exploited by the expert members of the discourse community to achieve private intentions within the 

framework of socially recognized purpose(s)(Bhatia 1993: 13). 
 

This definition implies that the main criterion to delineate the boundaries of genres is a 

communicative purpose. “In addition to purpose, exemplars of a genre exhibit various patterns of similarity in 

terms of structure, style, content and intended audience” (Swales, 1990: 58).The communicative purpose is 

what is technically called text type. 

“A text type is an idealized norm of distinctive text structuring which serves as a matrix of rules and 

elements for the encoder when responding linguistically to specific aspects of his experience. The encoder can 

choose between five text types: description, narration, exposition, argumentation and instruction” (Werlich 

1976: 39). 
 

Therefore, discourse is made of texts falling under different text types,which are further classified into 

genres. In spite of classification, genres and text types can systematically combine and interact among them. 

Thus, they appear in hybrid forms. 
 

Within the wide range of tourism discourse, description is predominant intravel guidebooks, reports 

and diaries. They often offer descriptions ofgeographical areas but also of people and relations among these 

elements. Descriptions in both travel books and brochures are carefully encoded, with a wide and varied 

vocabulary in the first case, and a more standardised and formulaic lexis in the second.  
 

As for narration, it is typical of travel books, diaries, and word-of-mouth. Diaries tend to follow a 

chronological line,by presenting events as they unfold in time. Conversely, travel books imply a manipulation 

of the plot, frequently using analepsis and prolepsis techniques. Narration may also be found in travel guides 

but mainly in specific cultural sections. 
 

Exposition shows a certain presence in some guidebook sections that offer detailed, objective 

information like timetables, weather conditions, and glossaries. Textually, it is characterised by subjects 

appearing at the start of sentences. 
 

Argumentation can be easily found in some travel reports, where a balanced, critical gaze is cast upon 

a destination and both positive and negative elements are underscored and discussed. 
 

While absent in travel books and diaries, instruction is clearly visible in travel itinerariesand in those 

sections of guidebooks advising about tours, sights, events, and eating and sleeping options. Besides, 

instruction is evident in word-of-mouth tips on where to go on vacation, what to do, what to bring, etc.Verbal 

markers of instruction are the imperative mood and sequential chains of temporal circumstances or processes, 

which are introduced by wordsthat link steps in a temporal flow (e.g.then, once, and after). 
 

3. TOURISM AS PROMOTIONAL DISCOURSE 
 

3.1 Defining Promotional Discourse 
 

The main purpose of promotional discourse is to promote a product or a service by exploiting the 

verbal and non-verbal resources of the communication medium, thus establishing a relationship among sender, 
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main object, and receiver of the message (Valdés 2008: 230). This particular kind of discourse is extremely 

employed by the tourism industry: 
 

“Via static and moving pictures, written texts and audio-visual offerings, the language of tourism 

attempts to persuade, lure, woo and seduce millions of human beings, and, in so doing, convert them from 

potential into actual clients. By addressing them in terms of their own culturally predicated needs and 

motivations, it hopes to push them out of the armchair and on to the  

plane – to turn them into tourists. Later, the language of tourism gently talks to them about the possible places 

they can visit by introducing various pull factors or attractions of competing destinations”(Dann, 1996: 2). 

 

Promotional discourse is governed by the principles of rhetoric and its main focus is the production 

of persuasive messages. Nowadays, thanks to technological progress, persuasion can be achieved with 

different communicative codes that occursimultaneously and combine together “in a communicative artefact 

or event” (van Leeuwen 2005: 281). Therefore, “a communicative text is an integrated text which includes 

words, images and sometimes sounds and together contribute to the creation of a persuasive message of great 

complexity” (Zollo 2013: 43). 
 

3.1.1 Rhetoric: The Art of Persuasion 
 

“Persuasion is a human activity, because it implies a persuader who intentionally seeks to influence 

someone else and it requires that the persuadee makes a conscious or unconscious decision to change his/her 

mind about something” (Zollo, 2013: 13). 
 

With the rise of marketing, persuasion has gained even more attention: one of the main pioneers of 

advertising, the American Elias St. Elmo Lewis, developed the theoretical modelAIDA (1898),a theory that 

illustrates how persuasion influences the customers‟ decision-making process.The word AIDA is an acronym 

standing for the main four pillars of this theory:attention, interest, desire, and action. The first step is to 

capture the attention of the audience; then, interest must be nurtured, maintaining the connection between the 

sender and the receiver of the message; in the following step, the message must trigger the desire for the 

promoted product/service, so that the audience will be emotionally involved, feeling a need, and recognizing 

in the product/service the solution to that need; finally, the message must lead the audience to action, so to the 

purchase of the product/service.  
 

The persuasive effectiveness of the promotional message is determined by the background of the 

target audience: cultural, social, economic, political, and geographical differences can alter the perception and 

the interpretation of the message.Promotional discourse is therefore successful not only if the message is 

correctly encoded by the senderbut also if the receiver is able to decode it “since they all work together in a 

persuasive process” (Zollo 2013: 16-17). 
 

3.1.1.1 Rhetorical Strategies of Tourism Promotional Discourse 
 

Promotional discourse employs a variety of rhetorical strategies to persuade the audience. As for tourism 

promotional discourse, Dann (1996) identified the following main rhetorical strategies employed in tourism 

promotion: 

 Comparison 

By means of similes and metaphors, it is possible to manage the potential tourist‟s cultural distance (the 

unfamiliarity) in relation to the destination. 

 Keywords and Keying 

The promotional message must be concise and clear in order to be effective. Attention is caught by key words 

used to provide information in a direct and instantaneous manner. Typical key words employed in tourism 

promotion are those that highlight the potential tourist‟s need for adventure and escape from everyday life 

(e.g. away, exotic, adventure, escape, discovery, dream, imagination, lust, pleasure). Keying, frequently used 

in tourism promotion, is about using specific key words (like authentic, real, historical, and genuine) that give 

the destination a sense of authenticity and genuineness. 

 Testimony 

This strategy employs a testimony, who invites the potential tourist to reach the destination. The testimony 

can be a well-known person, a celebrity, or simply the satisfied customer. Besides, tour guidebooks can 

become testimonies when they use the first person singular in their narrations, in the role of protagonists or 

witnesses. 
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 Humour 

The use of humour in tourism promotion increases the degree of familiarity between the sender and the 

receiver of the message, thus making persuasion more effective. Previously, this strategy was used in a 

different way by the private and the public sector: the former used to employ humour frequently, whereas the 

latter used a more formal communication in order to be taken more seriously. Today, both the private and the 

public sector use humour in tourism promotion, especially on social media (official websites tend to be more 

formal than social media). 

 Languaging 

Tourism promotional texts are often code-mixing texts in which the language used by the targeted group of 

consumers contains items belonging to the language spoken in the destination that is promoted. Through this 

strategy, tourism promotional discourse achieves attention-getting effects and offers an insight into the 

cultural background of the source language. Languaging invokes also “images of authenticity and 

exoticisation on the one hand, and familiarity and trust in a holiday destination on the other” (Jaworski et al. 

2003: 23). 

 Ego-Targeting 
 

It involves the creation of a more direct relationship between the sender and the receiver of the 

message, which is realised through expressions of direct address (e.g. you should visit…), the use of negative 

interrogative forms (e.g. why don‟t you…?), and the use of personal pronouns and their derivates (e.g. I, me, 

you, your, we, our). This strategy stresses on the individuality of the receiver of the message, who, after the 

purchase, will become someone special, someone unique, the only person in the world receiving personalised 

services. Ego-targeting can not only appeal to the individual, but can even go as far as to make the individual 

feel guilty for not going on a vacation (Dann 1996: 186). 
 

3.1.2 Multimodality 
 

The amazing technological progress in the field of communication hasbroughtabout significant 

changes in promotional discourse: communication has become more and more complex,with different 

codes(verbal, visual, aural, etc.) occurring simultaneously and combining together– in order to develop an 

even more persuasive message.Today, in fact,“it is impossible to have a text which is pure language” (Zollo 

2013: 44), notablyin the case of promotional discourse. 
 

Thecomplex combination of multiple codes within a text is referred to asmultimodality.This 

communication theory looks at how meaning is created by the combination and interaction of different codes, 

which,from a multimodal perspective,are referred to asmodes.According to Kress (2010: 79), modes are 

socially shaped and culturally given resources for making meaning.Multimodality has been studied “since the 

4
th
 century BC, when classical rhetoricians paid special attention to voice, gesture, and expression in public 

speaking” (Balirano 2015: 4).Researchin multimodality has progressively grown into an autonomous 

interdisciplinary field of research called Multimodal Discourse Analysis (MDA), which includes different 

approaches. One of the main approaches to the study of multimodality is social semiotics, i.e. :  
 

“The linguistic approach to communication which investigates the different modes and resources 

commonly employed in order to produce and exchange meaning in particular social settings. […] This 

approach to communication does not only aim to identify and catalogue all the available semiotic resources 

employed in communicative events, alongside the purposes for which they are selected and/or created, but it 

also addresses the way texts can be interpreted. […] Social semiotics investigates the implications of the fact 

that linguistic and communication “codes” are formed by social processes. The main principle in social 

semiotic studies implies that both meanings and semiotic systems are affected by „power relations‟, and that 

as power changes in society, our languages, together with all other communicative systems forming socially-

accepted meanings, can also change. In social semiotics signs are considered and referred to as “semiotic 

resources” which people use and adapt, or create to make meaning” (Balirano 2015: 1-2). 
 

Socialsemiotics was strongly inspired by M.A.K. Halliday‟s Systemic Functional Linguistics(SFL), 

which is both a theory about language as a social process and an analytical methodology that permits the 

detailed and systematic description of language patterns (Eggins 2011: 21).In his  work, Language as Social 

Semiotics: The Social Interpretation of Language and Meaning (1978), Hallidaymaintains that the grammar of 

a language is not a set of rules for producing correct sentences but a “resource for making meanings” (1978: 
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192). He claims that languages develop into systems of “meaning potential” (1978: 39) that influence what the 

usercan do with language in a particular social context.  

Halliday‟s focus is on grammar to discover how it is organised in order to allow the speaker or the 

writer to make and exchange meanings with a particular communicative purpose and in a particular social 

context.  
 

A first important shift from a single emphasis on language to a wider range of modes was brought 

about by Hodge and Kress‟s Social Semiotics (1988) and by Kress and van Leeuwen‟s Reading Images: The 

Grammar of Visual Design (1996; 2006). They expanded and applied Halliday‟s principles, developed in 

relation to language, to other communicative modes. A first central facet in a multimodal approach is to be 

found in Kress and van Leeuwen‟s (1996; 2006), contrary to Roland Barthes‟s (1964; 1977) view of the 

meaning of the image, as the authors do not entirely accept Barthes‟s notion of a dependency between image 

and language.  
 

While Barthes suggested that the meaning of images is related to and mostly dependent upon 

language for fixing their meanings, Kress and van Leeuwen argue that Barthes failed to recognise that “the 

visual component of a text is an independently organized and structured message, connected with verbal text, 

but in no way dependent on it – and similarly the other way around” (2006: 18). Their aim, hence, is to use the 

principles of the grammar of language to clarify the grammar of the visual, taking the view “that language and 

visual communication can both be used to realize the „same‟ fundamental systems of meaning that constitute 

our cultures, but that each does so by means of its own specific forms, does so differently, and independently” 

(2006: 19). Consequently, both grammars are realisations of social semiotic systems in which the meaning 

encoded by a communicator (whatever the code) in a specific communicative event is seen to be social in 

nature, and can only arise out of the culture in which it is produced or situated. In the introduction of their 

seminal work, Kress and van Leeuwen describe their view on the grammar of visual design as follows: 

“Just as grammars of language describe how words combine in clauses, sentences and texts, so our visual 

„grammar‟ will describe the way in which depicted elements – people, places and things – combine in visual 

„statements‟ of greater or lesser complexity and extension” (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006: 1) 
 

3.2 Properties of Tourism Promotional Discourse 
 

Drawing on different studies within tourism research, Dann (1996) analyses the main properties of 

tourism promotional discourse.The study of these properties allows the development of rhetorical strategies. 

Dann (1996: 349) distinguishes between „convergent‟ and „divergent‟ properties. In the present study the 

„convergent‟ properties are taken into consideration, namely: lack of sender identification, monologue, 

euphoria, tautology. 
 

 Lack of Sender Identification  

The receiver of the message is unaware about the identity of the sender who is not identifiable in tourism 

promotional texts. There is only “the vague idea that it is somebody who is a representative of the tourism 

industry” (Dann 1996: 62). 

 Monologue 

In tourism promotional discourse, communication often assumes the form of a one-way communication, “a 

monologue in which the anonymous public cannot answer back except by refusing to read or listen” (Dann 

1996: 64). 

 Euphoria 

Tourism promotional discourse is “a form of extreme language” (Dann1996: 65)that speaks only in positive 

and glowing terms of what it seeks to promote. According to Britton (1979), Eden images are used in the 

promotion of a destination, which must be problem free, with no reference to local population‟s daily 

difficulties. Instead, what is emphasised is usually the exotic. Superlatives and qualitative adjectives with a 

positive valueprovide a sense of euphoria and enthusiasm. 

 Tautology 

One of the first tourism researchers to recognise the tautological qualities of tourism was Enzensberger 

(1962). The world tourists explore is a reproduction that comes back to them like a poor copy, since they 

simply confirm the discourse that persuaded them (Dann 1996: 65). In fact, the pictures tourists take are 

merely reproductions of what they previously saw in the promotional materials; this way, the tourist 

experience “becomes a tautology” (Boorstin 1987: 117), which is “a closed circle” (Buck 1977: 206). 
 

3.3 Sociolinguistic PerspectivesonTourists’Motivations to Travel 
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Before examining the concept of Tourist Destination Image (Gunn 1972; Crompton 1979: 18; Echtner 

& Ritchie 1991; Embacher & Buttle 1989; Gartner 1994; Baloglu and McCleary 1999; MacKay & Fesenmaier 

2000; Buhalis 2000; Beerli & Martín 2004), it is necessary to focus on the sociolinguistic studiescarried out 

on the main motivations that push tourists to travel. Dann identifies four major theoretical perspectives (1996: 

4-23):  

 Authenticity Perspective 

According to MacCannell, “tourists present themselves at places of social, historical, and cultural 

importance” (1973: 593) because they seek out authentic experiences in other times and places. Tourism 

promotional discourse enhances the impression of authenticity through abundant explicit expressions 

describing what is native and typical of the destination. However, authenticity is often only fictitious because 

the real destination has been manipulated andcommercialized for the sake of developingtourism.  

 Strangerhood Perspective 

Cohen (1972: 165) emphasises the tourists‟ search for new experiences and argues that they are interested in 

things, sights, customs, and cultures different from their own, precisely because they are different. Novelty 

and strangeness are essential elements in the tourist experience. Tourism promotional discourse stimulates the 

desire for something different and exotic through descriptions of places and people showing a wide use 

ofqualifying adjectives that contribute to the image of novelty and strangeness.  

 Play Perspective 

This perspective conceives the tourist experience as a game, and its main feature is the search for 

something out of the ordinary. Urry (1990) asserts that the tourists‟ gazeis not towards reality but towards a 

staged representation of reality, a ludic spectacle. An example of the real transformed into the unreal is 

providedby the Disney parks around the world. They are staged places out of time and space, which take 

visitors not only to an imaginary world of fairy tales but also to different historical periods and to different 

parts of the world. 
 

 Conflict Perspective 
 

According to this perspective, the world is divided between the familiar and the strange: this binary 

structure is linguistically realised by the dichotomy us/them. The strangeness of what is exotic can be reduced 

through tourism promotional discourse, which makes less fearsome and dangerous what is unknown. Conflict 

perspective originated with the work Orientalism(1978) by E.W. Said. He explored the relationship between 

the West and the Eastby looking at the kind of discourse employed by the former to describe the 

latter.Discourse is about power, which relates to the ability of the speaker/writer to turn other people into 

subjects to control antagonistically; it is about political domination, whose meanings reside in social and 

institutional practices; consequently, it is about ideology (Dann 1996: 25). Said (1978: 3) describes 

orientalism discourse as a Western style for dominating, restructuring, and having authority over the Orient, a 

discourse by which European culture was able to manage and produce the Orient ideologically, politically, 

sociologically, and imaginatively.In orientalism discourse a series of clichés – taken from oriental myths, 

legends, and literature (e.g. One Thousand and One Nights) – frequently occur; moreover, the Oriental is 

portrayed as different, whereas the European is presented as normal (Said 1978: 40). 
 

3.4 Tourist Destination Image 
 

Tourism promotional discourse has the power to convey specific ideasaboutdestinationsthat a 

potential tourist may have already visited or not. This set of ideasabout a destination is theTourist Destination 

Image (TDI). Over time, TDI has been defined as: the perceptions held by potential visitors about an area 

(Hunt: 1975); the expression of all knowledge, impressions, prejudices, and emotional thoughts an individual 

or a group has of a particular place (Lawson and Baud-Bovy: 1977); a set ofbeliefs, ideas,and impressions that 

people have of a place or a destination (Crompton: 1979; Kotler et al.: 1993); the impressions of a place or the 

perceptions of an area (Echtner and Ritchie: 1991); an attitudinal construct consisting of an individual‟s 

mental representation of knowledge, feelings, and global impression about a destination (Baloglu and 

McCleary: 1999); a totality of impressions, beliefs, ideas, expectations, and feelings accumulated towards a 

place over time (Kim and Richardson: 2003); the set of beliefs, ideas, and impressions that a destination can 

generate in the minds of potential and actual tourists (Della Corte and Micera: 2007).Besides, TDI is dynamic 

because it is subject to changes over time and it is generated by the interaction among the traveller‟s 

experience, the promotional message, and the opinions expressed by potential and actual visitors on the 

attributes, tangible or intangible, of a destination (Dioguardi: 2009). 
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3.4.1 The Components and the Formation Process of TDI 
 

According to Gartner (1993), TDI is made up by three components: cognitive, affective, and conative. 

 Cognitive Component 

Itconcerns the set of values, beliefs, knowledge, and ideas that an individual has about a given destination. It 

is created by a series of mental processes through which the individual evaluates the known attributes of the 

destination. External stimuli (e.g. advertisements, etc.) conveyed about the destination play an important role 

in the creation of a cognitive image. 

 Affective Component 

It reflects the individual‟s feelings and emotions towards the destination and it deals with the affective reasons 

(internal stimuli) that generate a positive, negative, or neutral attitude towards the destination. 

 Conative Component 

It refers to the way in which an individual decides to act towards the destination. After the collection 

and the evaluation of external and internal stimuli, the individual takes a decision by selecting a destination. 

 

As Dioguardi states (2009), the model based on the three components of the image had already been 

theorised by Russel (1961) and Rogers (1962). In their contributions, the cognitive process that leads the 

individual to the purchase of a specific product/service consists of three dimensions concerning knowledge, 

perception, and action. The dimension of knowledge concerns making a place known through promotion; the 

dimension of perception is about creating preferences for a place, which means to produce a positive attitude 

towards it; finally, in the dimension of action, communication pursues the goal of pushing the individual to 

action. 

“Numerous researchers across fields and disciplines agree that image is mainly caused or formed by 

two major forces: personal factors and stimulus factors” (Baloglu and McCleary1999: 870). Personal factors 

include socio-demographic characteristics of the individuals (e.g. age, sex, level of education, social class, 

occupation, etc.) and psychological factors (e.g. motivations, values, personality, etc.). On the other hand, 

stimulus factors are those that stem from the external stimuli as well as previous experience.Furthermore, the 

image is characterized bycognitive and affective evaluations. The formerrefer to the beliefs or knowledge 

about a destination‟s attributes, whereas the latter refer to the feelings towards it. As a result of both cognitive 

and affective evaluations of a destination, an overall image of that destination is formed. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.Framework of TDI Formation Process 

(from Baloglu and McCleary 1999: 870). 

 

3.4.2 The Influence of TDI on the potential tourist’s decision-makingprocess  
 

The selection process of a tourist destination has beenthe object of studyin several tourism 
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theory of push and pullfactors. According to Dann (1977: 186), push factors refer to the tourist as subject and 

deal with those factors predisposing him/her to travel; whereas, pull factors are those that attract the tourist to 

a given place and whose value is seen to reside in the object of travel. In other words, push factors are the 

needs and wants of the traveller, i.e.the reasons why s/he wants to get away from his/her regular place of 

residence. Conversely, pull factors emerge from the attractiveness of a destination and are manipulated by 

destination marketing.  
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Traditionally, push factors are considered important in initiating travel desire, while pull factors are 

considered more decisive in explaining destination choice (Crompton 1979; Bello and Etzel 1985). This 

theory suggests that people travel because they are pushed by internal stimuli and pulled by external stimuli. 

These internal and external forces describe how individuals are pushed by motivational variables into making 

a travel decision and how they are pulled or attracted by the destination. 
 

In order to better explain how TDI can influence tourists‟ decision-making process, Goodall‟s (1991) 

model ispresented. He maintains thatall the possible destinations that a tourist can visit form the total set. 

Within the total set, some destinations will be excluded because they appear inaccessible (economically or for 

other reasons), while what remains in the total set constitutes the known set. At this point, the potential tourist 

evaluates the attributes of each destination – keeping in mind all internal and external stimuli – until the 

known set is further reduced.  
 

The set of destinations that is at last taken into consideration is the considered set, which does not 

usually include more than three destinations (Woodside and Sherrell, 1977; Thompson and Cooper, 1979). It 

is clear that, in the aforementioned model “only those destinations with a strong image will remain alive and 

will compete for the final selection” (Dioguardi 2009: 38). 
 

4. TEACHING ENGLISH FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES 
 

4.1 Needs Analysis 
 

After an overview of the linguistic aspects concerning tourism discourse, its properties and strategies 

(Dann: 1996) and its employment in marketing in order to convey a type of Tourist Destination Image, the 

present study will now focus on the aspects concerning the teaching of English as specialised language, or 

English for Special Purposes (ESP), in an undergraduate or postgraduate course. 
 

The principal tenet of ESP teaching is that of specificity: each teaching situation and each group of 

learners are considered to be new and different. Ideally, a unique course is designed for each group of learners 

and teachers in every new context.  
 

Central to educational planning are learners‟ backgrounds and, above all, their needs. Consequently, 

the first step to design a specific course is to perform needs analysis, which can be defined as follows:  
 

“Needs analysis refers to the techniques for collecting and assessing information relevant to course 

design: it is the means for establishing the how and what of a course. It is a continuous process, since we 

modify our teaching as we come to learn more about students, and in this way it actually shades into 

evaluation – the means of establishing the effectiveness of a course. Needs is actually an umbrella term that 

embraces many aspects, incorporating learners‟ goals and background, their language proficiencies, their 

reasons for taking the course, their teaching and learning preferences, and the situations they will need to 

communicate in. Needs can involve what learners know, don‟t know or want to know, and can be collected 

and analysed in a variety of ways” (Hyland, 2006: 73). 
 

The first step to design a specific course is the analysis of target needs, i.e. what the learners need to do in the 

target situation. In this analysis, the target situation has to be looked in terms of:  

 Necessities, i.e. the type of needs determined by the demand of the target situation, that is, what the learners 

have to know in order to function effectively in the target situation; 

 Lacks, i.e. the gap between the target proficiency and the current proficiency of the learners; 

 Wants, i.e. the learners‟ view of what their needs are. 
 

Hutchinson and Waters (1987) compare the ESP course to a journey, considering lacks as the starting 

point and necessities as the destination, although there might be different visions of what that destination 

should be (wants). The route is based on learning needs, i.e. those factors that affect the learning process such 

as attitude, motivation, awareness, personality, learning styles, and strategies, together with the social and 

educational backgrounds. Learning needs clarify the means through which learners proceed to achieve their 

target needs, starting with realising their lacks. Collecting and understanding learners‟ needs can contribute to 

design a course successfully. Hence, the purposes of needs analysis are: to identify learners‟ necessities, lacks, 

wants, and expectations; to collect information about the problems that learners experience in the learning 

process; to find out what language skills learners need; to determine if an existing course adequately satisfy 

the needs of potential students. 
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4.2 Approaches to Course Design 
 

In ESP, the authentic world must be brought to students and they must learn to interact with the 

language as it is spoken and written in the target situation. Much of the work done by ESP teachers concerns 

designing appropriate courses for different groups of learners. Course design is the process by which data 

about learners‟ needs are interpreted in order to produce a series of teaching-learning experiences, whose 

ultimate aim is to lead the learners to a particular state of knowledge. According to Hutchinson and Waters 

(1987), there are three main approaches to course design: language-centered, skills-centered, and learning-

centered. 
 

4.2.1 Language-Centered Approach 
 

The language-centered approach is the simplest and more familiar kind to English teaching. This 

approach aims to draw a direct connection between the analysis of the target situation and the content of the 

ESP course. It proceeds as showed in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3.Language-Centered Approach to ESP Course Design 

(from Hutchinson and Waters 1987: 66). 

Although this approach seems to be a very logical and straightforward procedure, it shows some weaknesses: 
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 It starts from the learners and their needs, but the learners are simply used as a means of identifying the target 

situation; 
 

 It is a static and inflexible procedure, which can take little account of the conflicts and contradictions that are 

inherent in any human endeavour; 

 It appears to be systematic. The fact that knowledge has been systematically analysed and systematically 

presented does not imply that it will be systematically learnt. Learners have to make the system meaningful to 

themselves; 

 It gives no acknowledgement to factors which must inevitably play a part in the creation of any course. Data 

such as those produced by needs analysis are not important, unless they are interpreted. Only the interpretation 

of data provides all sorts of knowledge that are not revealed in the analysis itself. For example, one of the 

primary principles of good pedagogic materials is that they should be interesting, but the analysis of language 

items cannot tell whether a text or an activity is interesting; 

 The language-centered analysis of target situation data is only at the surface level and it reveals very little 

about the competence that underlies the performance. 
 

Consequently, the logical and straightforward appeal of this approach is, in effect, its weakness. It 

fails to recognize the fact that learning is not a logical and straightforward process. 
 

4.2.2 Skills-Centered Approach 
 

The skills-centered approach aims at helping learners to develop skills and strategies which will continue after 

the ESP course. Its aim is not only to provide language knowledge, but to make learners better processors of 

information. 
 

4.2.3 Learning-Centered Approach 

 
Figure 4.Learning-Centered Approach to ESP Course Design 

(from Hutchinson and Waters 1987: 74). 
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The comparison among the three approaches clearly shows that: 
 

 A language-centered approach claims: “this is the nature of the target situation performance and that will 

determine the ESP course”; 

 A skills-centered approach claims: “that is not enough. We must look behind the target performance data to 

discover what processes enable someone to perform. Those processes will determine the ESP course”;  

 A learning-centered approach claims: “that is not enough either. We must look beyond the competence that 

enables someone to perform, because what we really want to discover is not the competence itself, but how 

someone acquires that competence”. 

 

Despite the fact of being a language-centered, skills-centered, or learning-centered approach, making 

the ESP course as dynamic and flexible as possible is the most important action. Hence, a clear understanding 

of the learners‟ needs and the demands of the target situation will serve in developing the appropriate 

materials and methodologies needed to work effectively, which might be a blend of the strong points of each 

of the approaches described.  
 

4.3 The ESP Practitioner 
 

The work of an ESP teacher involves much more than just teaching. Dudley-Evans and St. John 

(1998) suggest the expression ESP practitioner as it seems to be more detailed and complete. They identify 

the following key roles of the ESP practitioner: teacher, course designer and materials provider, collaborator, 

researcher, and evaluator.  
 

The first role as a teacher has to be considered as synonymous with that of the general English 

teacher, although the methodology changes as the teaching becomes more specific. 
 

The second role as a course designer and materials provider is about planning the course and 

providing materials for it. Provision of materials does not only mean choosing materials and making a suitable 

number of copies for the class but also adapting already-existing materials to the class and/or writing 

materials, according to the purpose of the course and the learners‟ needs. 
 

The third role as a collaborator is based upon the cooperation between the ESP practitioner and the 

professionals of the field, in order to bring the real world into the classroom as much as possible and in order 

to adopt suggestions from the professional field, which could help develop more focused and effective 

methodologies and activities. 
 

The ESP practitioner is also a researcher: s/he performs needs analysis, by focusing on the learners‟ 

needs and interests, in order to design the most appropriate course and to provide learners with relevant 

materials. 
 

The fifth role of the ESP practitioner concerns evaluation. All teachers are involved in various forms 

of evaluation and the most widespread one is through objective tests. Tests are carried out in order to 

measurelearners‟ progress as well as the efficacy of the teaching methodology applied.  
 

However, an important consideration about the efficacy of the teaching process is that it also depends 

on the ESP practitioners‟former education and training. As a matter of fact, theyare requirednot just a strictly 

linguistic background, but also a higher education and/or work experience in the ESP field (e.g. tourism, 

business, and so forth). 
 

4.4 Teaching English for Tourism 
 

ESP students (i.e. university students and professionals) are not simplyinterested in the English 

language in itself, rather mainly in performing specific tasks in English in their specialised field of study or 

professional field.  
 

The focus of ESP teaching is that English is not taught merely theoretically, i.e. as a subject separated 

from the students‟ real world; on the contrary, it is taught within a specific context that is relevant to the 

students‟ target field. Such a combination is highly motivating, since students can directly apply the 

vocabulary and the language structures learnt to their target field. Besides, the activities carried out in the 

teaching/learning process are not only based on textbooks but, especially, on real-life examples belonging to 

the target field.  
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In the teaching of English for Tourism, the emphasis is generally placed on Tourism as Specialised 

Discourse and on Tourism as Promotional Discourse. In the former case, the English language is taught with 

reference to its specific use in the tourism industry, with the aim of developing students‟ specialised lexis, 

syntactic and textual structures. In the latter case, the teaching of the English language is linked tothe 

marketing strategies employedin tourism promotion, where a sociolinguistic approach is often adopted.  
 

One of the best training practices employed in the ESP classroom concerns working on projects. 

Through projects, students get accustomed to new technologies, they are trained on how to carry out research, 

how to apply marketing strategies and to perform management activities. An example of project could be the 

analysis of case studies or performing real tasks, such as  planning and organising journeys, or  promoting 

tourism destinations.  

By so doing, students come across situations which they will likely face in the future, both if they are 

beginners or about to enter the tourism field, and if they are experienced professionals and wish to improve 

their English global competence.  
 

Moreover, as future tourism professionals, ESP students should be exposed to a wide range of cultural 

backgrounds. Case studies, for example, are often employed in the ESP classroom in order to invite students 

to reflect upon cultural differences, by drawing their attention to incidents caused by cultural differences, 

stereotypes or prejudices (Hampden-Turner &Trompenaar   2011). 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The present study has started with the consideration that tourism industry strongly depends on 

communication and that English,due to its status as international language(Guido 2008; Jenkins 2007; 

Seidlhofer 2002a), plays a fundamental role in tourism communication.  
 

The focus has then shifted on identifying an effective communication training process for tourism 

students and professionals by exploring tourism discourse (Dann 1996; Maci 2013; Gotti 2003) within the 

field of English for Specific Purposes (Hutchinson, T., & Waters, A. 1987; Nigro2006; 2012;Paltridge & 

Starfield 2013;Pinelopi 2015; Sager, Dungworth, & McDonald 1980; Swales, 1990).  
 

This work has been carried out through an interdisciplinary literature review on the abovementioned 

areas and has combineda strictly linguistic analysis, focused on tourism discourse (Dann 1996; Maci 2013: 

Gotti 2003),withits didactic perspective(Hutchinson & Waters1987) . 
 

The ESP training for tourism students and professionals has to be based on English both as specialised 

and promotional discourse and,given the international character of tourism,on  learners‟ intercultural 

communication skills. 
 

Tourism professionals should becomeaware of tourism genres and text types; they need to be well-

trainedin order to deal with the lexis and the syntactic/textual structures of tourism specialised discourse, 

whichcan occur in official documents and regulations, travel instructions and procedures or any other type of 

specialised communicationof the tourism sector. 
 

Tourism professionals – and marketers in particular – should above alldevelop a competence in  

promoting tourist destinations and attractions through the use of appropriate tourism promotional discourse. A 

multimodal communication will produce effective, persuasive messages, and the use of specific rhetorical 

strategies will help develop and convey an effective tourist destination image.  
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